Jay Snyder, FMI Technology & Innovation Practice Leader. The industry embraces construction technology to improve how we design buildings and execute projects, there is an opportunity to create “perpetual motion” related to a culture of innovation. Construction technology in business should be about more than just identifying a need and deploying a solution. This is the time to use that focus, energy, and industry solutions to foster incredible innovation that improves business performance and project outcomes.

Learning Objectives:
- Understand why construction technology will separate winners and losers (it’s more than just efficiency)
- Leadership best practices for aligning your team in a culture of innovation, rather than a “check the box off the list”!
- The perfect tech committee and why it matters
- Maintaining innovation momentum

For 70+ years, FMI Corporation has been a leader in passionately helping engineering and construction firms throughout North America develop their firm’s vision, teams, and succession plans. Additionally, FMI provides a full cadre of E/C business services.